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Dimitrie Cantemir was one of the most prominent figures at the end of XVIIth and beginning of the
XVIIIth century in the cultural space of Central Eastern Europe. His manuscripts about the history of
the Ottoman Empire and his own country (Moldavia), were translated soon after his death in English,
German and French and remained most quoted works about these areas until the end of XIXth century
(Cantemir 1771), (Cantemir 1745), (Costa 2015). The originals were lost and partially retrieved only
in the last fifty years. Although it is generally accepted that the translations deviate from originals, no
rigorous investigation was performed until now due to several barriers: geographical distribution of
the data, multilingual character of the texts, inaccessibility to sources quoted by the author.
Digital methods can facilitate analysis on the reliability of translations but also of the historical facts
claimed by the author (Vertan and v. Hahn 2014). In order to be effective these methods must consider
an intrinsic feature of natural language: the ability of producing vague utterances. The project
HerCoRe 1- Hermeneutic and Computer –based approached for investigating reliability, consistency
and vagueness in historical sources aims at modelling and annotating five levels of vague assertions
1. the text uncertainty (uncertain readings, losses, translations, multilinguality, etc.),
2. the linguistic vagueness (metonymies, vague adjectives, comparatives, non-intersectives,
hedges, homonyms,),
3. the author reliability (genres, time style, general recognition),
4. the factual uncertainty (range expressions, time expressions, geo relations), and
5. historical change (named entities, abbreviations, meaning changes)
We develop an annotation formalism which allows:
-

the mark-up of different types of vagueness and its source; the implementation of a set of
inference rules for the combination of such vague features to calculate an overall result of their
reliability;
the definition of a similarity measurement of the inferred results obtained for the same queries
on different translations.

The knowledge base backbone is ensured by a fuzzy ontology modelled in OWL2. We distinguish
between fixed concepts and relations (like geographical elements: river, mountain, island) and notions
for which several “contexts can be defined. E.g. a geographical notion like “Danube” is within one
historical context a border of the administrative notion “Ottoman empire”, and in another one the
border to the so called administrative notion “Roman empire”. The historical contexts are specified by
further fuzzy data properties (e.g. time , placement).
For the detection of linguistic vagueness we follow a multilingual approach. We collected initially
listed indicators in the three languages involved in the project (Latin, German and Romanian). Based
on (Pinkal 1980), (Pinkal 1985) we distinguish between:
-

Vague quantifiers, e.g.: some, most of, a few, about, etc.
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-

Modal adverbs, e.g.: probably, possibly, etc.
Verbs e.g.: to believe, think, prefer, etc.
Lexical quotation markers , e.g. introduced by quotation marks or verbs with explicit meaning
(say, write, mention)
Inexact measures and cardinals
Complex quantifiers
Non-intersective adjectives
Implicit syntactic clues: mainly verb moods such as conditional-optative for Romanian,
conjunctive mood or imperfect/pluperfect for Latin, all of them indicating a non-reality
(doubt, hear-say, possibility, etc.)

The initial collections of linguistic indicators are enriched through synsets in the corresponding
Wordnets.
In this contribution we will present the general set-up of the system, the annotation framework as well
as the compute-based approach for marking linguistic vagueness.
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